REGIONAL MEMORANDUM
No. 230, s. 2021

REQUEST TO UPDATE THE ENROLLMENT OF ALS LITERACY VOLUNTEERS AND BP-OSA IN THE LEARNER INFORMATION SYSTEM (LIS)

To: Schools Division Superintendents

1. The Department of Education through the ALS Task Force is preparing the documents for the request to download funds for the payment of transportation allowance, teaching aid, and stipend of Literacy Volunteers and payment of services of Balik-Paaralan for out-of-School Adult (BP-OSA) Implementing Schools for School Year 2020-2021.

2. In this connection, the Division ALS Focal Persons are requested to update the enrolment of ALS Literacy Volunteers and BP-OSA in the Learner Information System (LIS) until the first week of April 2021. The report to be generated from the system shall serve as basis on the allocations of funds to be downloaded.

3. Should there be queries/clarifications regarding this request please contact Ms. Kristine Lee Lumanog through email address kristinelee.lumanog@deped.gov.ph.

4. For information and compliance.

TOLENTINO G. AQUINO
Director IV
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MEMORANDUM
OM - OAGA – 2021 - 0033

To : REGIONAL DIRECTORS

From : G.H. S. AMBAT
        Assistant Secretary
        Alternative Learning System

Subject : REQUEST TO UPDATE THE ENROLLMENT OF ALTERNATIVE LEARNING SYSTEM (ALS) LITERACY VOLUNTEERS AND BP-OSA ON THE LEARNER INFORMATION SYSTEM (LIS)

Date : March 15, 2021

The ALS Task Force is in the process of preparing the documents for the request to download funds for the payment of transportation allowance, teaching aid and stipend of Literacy Volunteers, and payment of services of Balik-Paralan for Out-of-School Adult (BP-OSA) implementing schools for SY 2020-2021.

To date, there are two hundred eighty-three (283) Literacy Volunteers and fifty-eight (58) BP-OSA registered in the Learner Information System (LIS).

In this connection, the Regional ALS Focal Persons in coordination with their Division ALS Focal Persons are requested to update the data in the LIS until 1st week of April 2021. The report that will be generated in the system will only be the basis for the allocation of funds to be downloaded.

Should there be queries/clarifications regarding this request, please contact Ms. Kristine Lee Lumanog and may send email at kristinelee.lumanog@deped.gov.ph

Thank you.